
Logbook for Unity Phase II Session 2: Saturday, March 27, 2021
Laying Out the Path

Small Group 1 Inquiry
The following strategy ideas were generated by Tom, Carolyn, Cristina, Jessica,
Marlene and Maureen  in response to this question: Given the list of values / needs /
qualities of life generated in Phase 1, what specific strategy ideas will bring these
qualities to life?

● We need to, as the church community, identify ideas and needs for the church’s
future - it’s not just about the minister.

● Biweekly meetings mapping out this process and getting people’s input.
● Understanding the temporary minister’s impact.
● Because all churches go through this from time tot time, get wisdom from Unity

HQ on how to involve the entire congregation in this process.
● If we have an interim minister, define their role and duration of service.
● Identify the qualities we want/need in a new minister
● Understand the process or steps that ministers who are looking for a new church

go through - how do they find out and follow up on possible opportunities.
● Figure out how being mission centered versus minister centered impacts what

we look for in a new minister.
● Creating patience for the time required to complete the process.
● How do we clarify whether we go immediately to a new minister or have a

transition minister first.
● Create a timeline.
● Clarify what the steps are in getting a new minister.
● Respect the process.
● What is already known about what has worked and what hasn’t in the process.

Take advantage of the experience that other churches have had.
● Set up a web page where we can see a calendar, documents, results to date,

results of polls, what’s coming up.
● Decide how many parishioners should give input to the need for an interim

minister and the overall timeline.
● During church services, from time to time have a few speakers from Unity village

and/or other churches talk about what churches and parishioners go through
during this process.

● Can only members have input?
● Get worldwide speakers.
● Create a short Unity community prayer for being guided to our next minister.
● Website should include a blog where people can offer ideas and responses to

each other.
● Establish a process up front for handling disagreements.
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● Anonymous suggestion box.
● Option for minority opinion.
● Make sure everyone is heard.
● Have ways to incorporate minority opinion.
● Have a deadline for deciding whether or not to have an interim minister.
● Clarify the steps in the process to getting both an interim minister and a

permanent minister.
● How do we clarify those steps?
● Intensive management of our church office.
● What are the new minister’s roles and duties?
● If there are some things that Brendalyn does that the new minister will not be

doing, who will handle those duties?
● Either way we go, if we’re sensitive to one another and come from Unity

principles it will work out.
● Plan for Brendalyn’s departure - closure.
● Connection with the Unity department that connects ministerial candidates with

churches looking for a new minister.
● What do we have in place already?
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Small Group 2 Inquiry
The following strategy ideas were generated by Karen, Ken C., Ken F., Ralph,
Rosemary, Susan and Thania  in response to this question: Given the list of values /
needs / qualities of life generated in Phase 1, what specific strategy ideas will bring
these qualities to life?

● Option of having 2 ministers instead of 1.
● Watch our attitudes/energy - need some ground rules so that we won’t get locked

into a specific position. Reflect on our ENERGY; trust in Divine Order.
● What does a minister want in a church? Are there some guidelines?
● Willingness to join the process rather than control it. Would like a participatory

group process, where everyone’s voice is heard.
● What (Myers-Briggs) types of personality do we want in a new minister?

Suggests that we survey the congregation to determine personality types of each
member; of each BoT member; of each of the Search Committee members, of
the staff… that way we get a good fit in personality types, and which type would
best fit our needs and wants.Mesh the values together.

● The list should be used as an opportunity to have dialogue with the candidate.
● Trust in process and trust in Divine order
● Have guest speakers - in auditions.
● Transparency and honesty on both sides. -- the minister needs to know all about

us, including where we fall short. And we need to be clear on our strengths.
● Echoes strategy of auditioning new potential ministers. Have Zoom sessions with

candidates, with surveys following. Echoes transparency.
● Look at what we want, moving forward. What works and what doesn't for

us. Determine the qualities we want, where we are and where we want to
go.

● Several Zoom messages by each candidate -- to ensure consistency in message
presentations. What are the goals of USFe? We need to be clear on our goals
moving forward, so that we can match these goals with the new minister. THat
way, if the minister isn’t as strong in one area, there are others who are. (Second
minister?)

● Echoes previous bullet. Is our goal to be static, or to grow? We seek someone
who has the same vision of where we want to go as a Unity CommUnity.

● Support the use surveys to determine all the above.
● Be open to SHARED VALUES. Wants to share what other churches are

doing/how they are thriving/what’s trending. Be open to other resources.
● Check references! Not doing this might result in a bad hire.
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● Look at the whole person (candidate), and their family and their family situation.
The new minister will be bringing their family as well.

● What does the congregation see as its future, and what are our goals?
(This can be learned via a survey.)

● What are the long term and short term goals? What did the candidate do at
their previous congregation? Does what they did before mesh with our current
goals?

● Be aware that this is not a lifetime appointment.
● Echoes the Family values bullet. And the transparency in the interview

process. Wants the interview process to be straightforward. What works in other
spiritual centers/communities.

● What are the best practices? (See above) What has been successful for
other churches? What worked and what didn’t?

● Develop a profile of our ideal minister.
● Interview the congregation that the potential minister has served
● (Added by Gregory from chat): As part of reference check, interview board

members at current and previous assignments
● (Added by Gregory from chat): A lot of people have left Unity … it might be worth

finding out why they left, what spiritual community did they join (if any) and what
vision would they have for a new minister.

● Appreciative Inquiry on Brendalyn and on our congregation. (We’ve done this in
the past.)

● Participation - we need more participation in the process from our congregation.
If we’re not united in this, we won’t be able to find someone who serves the
needs of the entire congregation.
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Combined List of Strategy Ideas (compiled by Gregory)
This is the combined, unedited and unordered list of strategy ideas developed by the
two breakout groups listed on the previous pages. Any emphasis in bold was added by
the original recorders.

● We need to, as the church community, identify ideas and needs for the church’s
future - it’s not just about the minister.

● Biweekly meetings mapping out this process and getting people’s input.
● Understanding the temporary minister’s impact.
● Because all churches go through this from time tot time, get wisdom from Unity

HQ on how to involve the entire congregation in this process.
● If we have an interim minister, define their role and duration of service.
● Identify the qualities we want/need in a new minister
● Understand the process or steps that ministers who are looking for a new church

go through - how do they find out and follow up on possible opportunities.
● Figure out how being mission centered versus minister centered impacts what

we look for in a new minister.
● Creating patience for the time required to complete the process.
● How do we clarify whether we go immediately to a new minister or have a

transition minister first.
● Create a timeline.
● Clarify what the steps are in getting a new minister.
● Respect the process.
● What is already known about what has worked and what hasn’t in the process.

Take advantage of the experience that other churches have had.
● Set up a web page where we can see a calendar, documents, results to date,

results of polls, what’s coming up.
● Decide how many parishioners should give input to the need for an interim

minister and the overall timeline.
● During church services, from time to time have a few speakers from Unity village

and/or other churches talk about what churches and parishioners go through
during this process.

● Can only members have input?
● Get worldwide speakers.
● Create a short Unity community prayer for being guided to our next minister.
● Website should include a blog where people can offer ideas and responses to

each other.
● Establish a process up front for handling disagreements.
● Anonymous suggestion box.
● Option for minority opinion.
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● Make sure everyone is heard.
● Have ways to incorporate minority opinion.
● Have a deadline for deciding whether or not to have an interim minister.
● Clarify the steps in the process to getting both an interim minister and a

permanent minister.
● How do we clarify those steps?
● Intensive management of our church office.
● What are the new minister’s roles and duties?
● If there are some things that Brendalyn does that the new minister will not be

doing, who will handle those duties?
● Either way we go, if we’re sensitive to one another and come from Unity

principles it will work out.
● Plan for Brendalyn’s departure - closure.
● Connection with the Unity department that connects ministerial candidates with

churches looking for a new minister.
● What do we have in place already?
● Option of having 2 ministers instead of 1.
● Watch our attitudes/energy - need some ground rules so that we won’t get locked

into a specific position. Reflect on our ENERGY; trust in Divine Order.
● What does a minister want in a church? Are there some guidelines?
● Willingness to join the process rather than control it. Would like a participatory

group process, where everyone’s voice is heard.
● What (Myers-Briggs) types of personality do we want in a new minister?

Suggests that we survey the congregation to determine personality types of each
member; of each BoT member; of each of the Search Committee members, of
the staff… that way we get a good fit in personality types, and which type would
best fit our needs and wants.Mesh the values together.

● The list should be used as an opportunity to have dialogue with the candidate.
● Trust in process and trust in Divine order
● Have guest speakers - in auditions.
● Transparency and honesty on both sides. -- the minister needs to know all about

us, including where we fall short. And we need to be clear on our strengths.
● Echoes strategy of auditioning new potential ministers. Have Zoom sessions with

candidates, with surveys following. Echoes transparency.
● Look at what we want, moving forward. What works and what doesn't for

us. Determine the qualities we want, where we are and where we want to
go.

● Several Zoom messages by each candidate -- to ensure consistency in message
presentations. What are the goals of USFe? We need to be clear on our goals
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moving forward, so that we can match these goals with the new minister. THat
way, if the minister isn’t as strong in one area, there are others who are. (Second
minister?)

● Echoes previous bullet. Is our goal to be static, or to grow? We seek someone
who has the same vision of where we want to go as a Unity CommUnity.

● Support the use surveys to determine all the above.
● Be open to SHARED VALUES. Wants to share what other churches are

doing/how they are thriving/what’s trending. Be open to other resources.
● Check references! Not doing this might result in a bad hire.
● Look at the whole person (candidate), and their family and their family situation.

The new minister will be bringing their family as well.
● What does the congregation see as its future, and what are our goals?

(This can be learned via a survey.)
● What are the long term and short term goals? What did the candidate do at

their previous congregation? Does what they did before mesh with our current
goals?

● Be aware that this is not a lifetime appointment.
● Echoes the Family values bullet. And the transparency in the interview

process. Wants the interview process to be straightforward. What works in other
spiritual centers/communities.

● What are the best practices? (See above) What has been successful for
other churches? What worked and what didn’t?

● Develop a profile of our ideal minister.
● Interview the congregation that the potential minister has served
● As part of reference check, interview board members at current and previous

assignments (added during harvest of group activity)
● A lot of people have left Unity … it might be worth finding out why they left, what

spiritual community did they join (if any) and what vision would they have for a
new minister. (added during harvest of group activity)

● Appreciative Inquiry on Brendalyn and on our congregation. (We’ve done this in
the past.) (added during harvest of group activity)

● Participation - we need more participation in the process from our congregation.
If we’re not united in this, we won’t be able to find someone who serves the
needs of the entire congregation. (added during harvest of group activity)
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